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About Roscomac 

Our mission is to make it 
once and make it right,  by 
employing the best people, 
latest CNC machines and  
manufacturing processes. 

We make and deliver thousands 
of products and a million parts a 
year, everything from V8 engine 
blocks to miniature connectors.  

Harnessing efficient production 
and new technology innovations  
enables us to deliver the highest 
quality machined components at 
the lowest practicable cost. 

At Roscomac everyone is an  
engineer, so we can exploit  
technology to deliver creative 
manufacturing solutions to meet 
every customer’s needs. 

Customer service is in our DNA,  
with in-house expertise to  
provide complete support from 
the start to finish of production. 

Using the latest machine tools 
enables 24 hour manufacturing, 
which helps reduce costs for all 
of our clients around the globe. 

Our clients are also able to call 
off manufactured product for 
instant stock, reducing project 
costs and shortening lead times. 

High quality components for medical equipment  

Roscomac has been working for over 20 years with BD Group, a leading medical  
technology company involved in patient health care and safety all around the world. 

BD AlarisTM Plus medical infusion pumps 

Challenge 

BD undertook a pricing review to identify potential benefits and savings 
that could be made by reducing their number of component suppliers. 

Roscomac was asked by BD for a 
pricing proposal to supply  
quality machined components 
to their UK medical infusion 
pump division, as well as to  
deliver a long term pricing and 
component supply strategy. 

Solution 

Roscomac looked at the whole supply chain involved in producing the large 
number of high quality components that BD required. This process identified 
key areas for cost savings for components, from material supply through to 
prototype design and ongoing manufacturing process efficiencies. 

Roscomac was awarded an ongoing contract as a key infusion pump  
component supplier to BD, based on quality, price, capacity and the team’s 
proactive attitude in addressing challenges.     
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Roscomac components across the whole AlarisTM Plus product range 

Roscomac helped BD develop the material specification and manufacturing 
process for components used across the range. Each infusion pump has a 
medical device interface for docking station power and data  
connectivity, all which now use consistent components made by Roscomac. 

Quality is at the heart of everything we do at Roscomac 

When patient lives are at stake, there can be no compromise on quality. Key 
to the BD business is product consistency, which means adherence to an 
approved build standard, to maintain quality for every infusion pump  
component. This means Roscomac has to comply to the strictest material 
supply and manufacturing processes, as well as precise validation protocols. 

Quality is primary to BD’s business, as you’d expect when their equipment is involved in keeping people alive.  
Many of the components BD requires have to be made to tight tolerances, and the manufacturing process 
sequence is critical to maintaining every component to specification. BD also has a supplier auditing program to 
drive continuous supplier improvements and to prevent any production issues arising. Roscomac has evolved  
manufacturing processes to suit BD needs, with multiple iterations to ensure quality conformance and ongoing 
improvement. BD has seen consistent benefit from working with Roscomac, based on the advanced capability of 
its manufacturing facility, and the drive of all the team involved in infusion pump component manufacturing. 

To discuss how your production project could benefit from Roscomac manufacturing solutions give us a call. 

“When BD seeks manufacturing partners, we look at a  
complete business infrastructure assessment, as well as 
overall production capability. We also review investment in 
the most suitable component manufacturing equipment, 
plus sustainability of the company’s financial model.” 

BD Purchasing Manager 
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BD AlarisTM Plus medical infusion pump platform 

The Alaris™ Plus platform has significant bedside advantages suited to drug therapy, 
improving accurate medication practices and positively affecting patient outcomes. 


